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Diary Entry/Journal 

A diary is a personal record of things that have happened to the writer. It can also record the 
writer's thoughts or feelings.  

Success Criteria 

-Write in the first person 'I' 

-Date at the top 

-Clear paragraphs with topic sentences 

-Give a clear sense of the writer's personality and explain their feelings and changing emotions 

-Focus on key moments or incidents in their world 

-Provide a sense of time and sequence (use time connectives: finally, afterwards, earlier, later that 
day...) 

-Varied Punctuation 

-Varied Sentence types 

 

JOURNAL: More focus on the external, objective and factual. 

DIARY: More emotional, exploring thoughts and feelings of a character. 

Grade C 

Write in the first person and give a sense of character 

Use time references and details from the text correctly 

Grade A 

You capture the voice of the person and their world 

-You provide a vivid portrait of what has happened/is happening to them 

-You use tenses fluently between past, present and future. 
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EXAMPLE 

Anne Frank's Diary 

MONDAY 26TH JULY 1943 

Dearest Kitty, 

Yesterday was a very tumultuous day, and we're still all wound up. Actually, you may wonder if 
there's ever a day that passes without some kind of excitement. 

The first warning siren went off in the morning while we were at breakfast, but we paid no 
attention, because it only meant that the planes were crossing the coast. I had a terrible 
headache, so I lay down for an hour after breakfast and then went to the office at about two. At 
two-thirty Margot had finished her office work and was just gathering her things together when 
the sirens began wailing again. So she and I trooped back upstairs. None too soon, it seems, for 
less than five minutes later the guns were booming so loudly that we went and stood in the 
passage. The house shook and the bombs kept falling. I was clutching my 'escape bag', more 
because I wanted to have something to hold on to than because I wanted to run away. I know we 
can't leave here, but if we had to, being seen on the streets would be just as dangerous as getting 
caught in an air raid. After half an hour the drone of engines faded and the house began to hum 
with activity again. Peter emerged from his lookout post in the front attic, Dussel remained in the 
front office, Mrs van D. felt safest in the private office, Mr van Daan had been watching from the 
loft, and those of us on the landing spread out to watch the columns of smoke rising from the 
harbour. Before long the smell of fire was everywhere, and outside it looked as if the city were 
enveloped in a thick fog. 

A big fire like that is not a pleasant sight, but fortunately for us it was all over, and we went back to 
our various jobs. Just as we were starting dinner: another air-raid alarm. The food was good, but I 
lost my appetite the moment I heard the siren. Nothing happened, however, and forty-five 
minutes later the all-clear was sounded. After the washing-up: another air-raid warning, gunfire 
and swarms of planes. 'Oh gosh, twice in one day,' we thought, 'that's twice too many.' Little good 
that did us, because once again the bombs rained down, this time on the other side of the city. 
According to British reports, Schiphol Airport was bombed. The planes dived and climbed, the air 
was abuzz with the drone of engines. It was very scary, and the whole time I kept thinking, 'Here it 
comes, this is it.' 

I can assure you that when I went to bed at nine, my legs were still shaking. At the stroke of 
midnight I woke up again: more planes! Dussel was undressing, but I took no notice and leapt up, 
wide awake, at the sound of the first shot. I stayed in Father's bed until one, in my own bed until 
one-thirty, and was back in Father's bed at two. But the planes kept on coming. 


